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Abstract
Tsujimura (1993) claims that purpose clause (suffixed by -ni) and gerundive clause (suffixed 
by -te) are syntactically distinct. More specifically, by assuming that the feature [ ± Tense] sanctions 
an event argument, which is said to render verbs modifiable by adjuncts, she argues that the verb 
in purpose clause cannot be modified by adjuncts, whereas that in gerundive clause can, under the 
postulation that while -ni is not specified for tense, -te is as [-Tense]. She also characterizes purpose 
clause as non-argument, and gerundive clause as argument, from her observation that the former is 
iterative, but the latter is not.
This paper demonstrates that all these claims cannot be justified, by offering theoretical as 
well as empirical evidence against them. It also points out that most of Tsujimura’s arguments cannot 
logically stand unless restructuring is somehow suppressed between the matrix verb and purpose/
gerundive clause that it takes as its complement, despite the fact that Tsujimura 1993 is a paper whose 
major premise is that restructuring takes place between those elements. The paper then offers an 
alternative analysis of the two clauses in question by strictly respecting the division of labor between 
syntax and fields beyond it.
1. Introduction
Tsujimura (1993) (henceforth, T) argues that purpose clause (henceforth, PC), which is suffixed 
by -ni, and gerundive clause (henceforth, GC), which is suffixed by -te, both undergo restructuring 
with the matrix verb (typically a motion verb ik(u) ‘go’ or k(uru) ‘come’) that takes them as a 
complement. Thus, kai-ni itta ‘went to buy’ in (1) and kat-te kita ‘came having bought/came after 
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buying’ in (2) are reanalyzed as single verbs, as illustrated in (3) and (4). 
(1) (= T’s (1))
　Taro-ga hon-o kai-ni itta.　　(hon-o kai-ni = PC)
　　　-NOM book-ACC buy-purpose went.
　‘Taro went to buy books.’
(2) (= T’s (2))
　Taro-ga hon-o kat-te　　　　kita.　　　　　　 (hon-o kat-te = GC)
　　　　　　　buy-gerund　  came
　‘Taro (came back, having) bought books.’
(3) Taro-ga [PC PRO hon-o kai-ni] itta → Taro-ga [VP hon-o [V kai-ni-it]]-ta
(4) Taro-ga [GC PRO hon-o kat-te] kita → Taro-ga [VP hon-o [V kat-te-ki]]-ta
Evidence for restructuring comes from facts about licensing of the so-called negative polarity item 
sika, which “must be bound by negation within the same clause in order to be interpreted as ‘only’ 
[= the Clausemate Condition]” (T:122).1 In fact, the simplex sentence in (5) below, in which sika 
and the negative morpheme na(i) are clausemates, is grammatical, whereas the complex sentence 
in (6), in which they are not, is indeed ungrammatical.
(5) (= T’s (3); boldface added)
　Taro-ga sakana-sika　tabe-nai.
　　　　   fish-SIKA　    eat-NEG
　‘Taro eats only fish.’
(6) (= T’s (4); boldface added)
 *Hanako-ga [Taro-ga sakana-sika   tabe-ru]-to　　　　　iwa-na-katta.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　  eat-nonpast-COMP　    say-NEG-past
 ‘Hanako said that Taro eats only fish.’
In (7) and (8) below, which are grammatical sentences with a PC and a GC respectively, sika is 
licensed, which means restructuring must be operative in them.
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(7) (= T’s (5)) PC
　Taro-ga　　Kanda-ni　　[hon-sika　　kai-ni]　  　    ik-ana-katta.
　　　　　 -NOM　　　   -to         book-SIKA     buy-purpose     go-NEG-past
 　　‘Taro went to Kanda to buy only books.’
(8) (= T’s (6)) GC
　Taro-ga [nihon-no  eiga-sika mi-te]  ko-na-katta.
                             Japan-GEN movie-SIKA  see-gerund come-NEG-past
　‘Taro (came back, having) seen only a Japanese movie.’
Thus, sentences with PC and those with GC look structurally identical.
However, T claims that these two types of sentences do exhibit notable syntactic differences, 
all of which stem from her characterization of GC and PC; that is, the former sanctions an event ar-
gument, while the latter doesn’t. She further argues that PC is a complement, but GC is not.
The purpose of this paper is to show that these claims about syntactic differences between PC 
and GC all lack theoretical and empirical justiﬁcation. Hence, it is concluded that the alleged differ-
ences are yet to be established.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, which is divided into two parts, refu-
tation of T’s analysis of PC and GC is offered. The ﬁrst part (sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.6) presents six 
theoretical arguments against her analysis, and the second (sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.6) empirical argu-
ments against it. Section 3 concludes the paper with a brief outline of an alternative analysis.
2. Refutation
2.1 Theoretical Problems
In what follows, six theoretical problems are pointed out, and they are concerning: (i) the operation 
of restructuring and its structural interpretation, (ii) the notion of “event argument,” (iii) structural 
interpretation of a depictive predicate hadakade ‘naked,’ (iv) prediction from T’s analysis of GC 
in light of Universal Grammar, (v) licensing of sika in sentences with GC, and (vi) interpretation 
of iterativity.
2.1.1 Restructuring
First of all, T argues that an instrumental adjunct like zitensya-de ‘with a bicycle/by bicycle’ 
can only modify the matrix verb in (9), which contains a PC, whereas the same adjunct can only 
modify the embedded verb in (10), which contains a GC. T attributes this difference to absence of 
an event argument in the PC and to its presence in the GC. (Event argument is discussed in section 
2.1.2).
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(9) (= T’s (17)) PC
　Taro-ga Hanako-no       megane-sika     zitensya-de      kowasi-ni             ika-na-katta.
    -GEN     glasses-SIKA     bicycle-with    break-purpose      go-NEG-past
　‘Taro went to break only Hanako’s glasses (??) with a bicycle/by bicycle.’
(10) (= T’s (18))2 GC
　Taro-ga Hanako-no megane-sika zitensya-de    kowasi-te        ko-na-katta.
                    break-gerund  come-NEG-past
　‘Taro (came back, having) broken only Hanako’s glasses with a bicycle.’
　‘*Taro (came back by bicycle, having) broken only Hanako’s glasses.’
T presents this difference as evidence for distinct syntactic structures between sentences with PC 
and those with GC.
This argument seems ﬂawed in its foundation, however, since it presupposes two independent 
verbs (i.e. matrix verb and embedded verb) in (9) and (10), as illustrated in (11a-b), where arrows 
indicate modiﬁcation relations.
(11)  a. [... [H-no megane-sika zitensya-de kowasi-ni] ika-na-katta]
               modiﬁes
　    b. [... [H-no megane-sika zitensya-de kowasi-te] ko-na-katta]
                      modiﬁes
But owing to restructuring (see (3) and (4)), there are no longer two verbs (hence two clauses 
either) in these sentences. Since megane-sika ‘only glasses’ is licensed, single verb status of 
kowasi-ni-ika(-na-katta) in (9) and that of kowasi-te-ko(-na-katta) in (10) are rather obvious. See 
(12), which illustrates this point.3 Notice that the Clausemate Condition for sika and negation is 
met in this tree diagram. 
(12) 
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So it doesn’t make sense to claim that the adjunct PP zitensya-de modifies the matrix verb ik(u) ‘go’ 
in (9) but does the embedded verb kowas(u) ‘break’ in (10). In (11a-b), the Clausemate Condition 
is blatantly violated; sika and negation are not clausemates.
This discussion about verb modification by adjuncts may be comparable to discussing 
whether by everybody in (13b) below modifies only the verb stared or the preposition at, when it 
is clear that it cannot modify anything other than the whole restructured verb stared at (along with 
its complement Mary, which later moves to [Spec,IP] owing to passivization), as the tree diagram 
in (13c) indicates. As Radford (1988:429) explains, the verb phrase [VP stared [PP at Mary]] in (13a) 
gets restructured into a single verb [V stare(d) at] when passivization takes place. Indeed, [V stared 
at] in (13b) cannot be interrupted “verb-internally” by an adverbial like straight, unlike [V stared] 
and [PP at (Mary)] in (13a), which can.
(13) (based on Radford’s (1988) (85a-b), (87), and (88) on pages 428-429)
　a. Everybody stared (straight) at Mary.
　b. Mary was stared (*straight) at by everybody.
　c. 
It is rather unfortunate that T’s analysis of (9) and (10), namely (11a-b), directly contradicts 
her restructuring analysis represented by (3) and (4), which she presents as the reason for successful 
licensing of sika in (9) and (10). 
2.1.2 Event Argument
T’s characterization of event argument is the following. In order for a verb to be modified by an 
adjunct, it must host an event argument, which is generated by a tense feature [ ± Tense]. Thus, 
it is stipulated that modifiability of a verb changes, depending on whether or not the verb comes 
to have this feature. T then proposes that the gerundive morpheme -te has a [-Tense] feature 
and therefore it hosts an event argument. Hence, verbs that appear with this morpheme can be 
modified by adjuncts. On the other hand, the purpose morpheme -ni is said to be unspecified for 
tense, meaning that it entirely lacks a tense feature.4 So verbs suffixed by -ni cannot sanction an 
event argument and therefore are not modifiable by adjuncts.
With this much in mind, consider (9) and (10) again. The embedded verb kowas(u) in 
(9) appears with -ni, so there is no event argument in the PC it heads. Hence, kowasi-ni isn’t 
V 
stared at 
VP 
V 
イ/ー-----¥
pp 
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modifiable. (But the matrix verb ik(u) has a [+Tense] feature, so it sanctions an event argument, 
which in turn allows the instrumental adjunct zitensya-de to modify the verb.) In contrast, 
kowas(u) in (10) is suffixed by -te, which has a [-Tense] feature. Since this feature sanctions an 
event argument, the gerund kowasi-te is modifiable. So in (10), this gerund, which heads a GC, is 
modified by zitensya-de.
What seems theoretically problematic about this explanation of the alleged structural 
difference between PC and GC is that event argument seems to be a non-syntactic notion. Since 
no explanation is provided for syntactic status of this notion by T, it is inevitable to interpret it as 
something purely semantic. (If it were syntactic, it would have a morpho-syntactic form (possibly 
ø) and occupy a syntactic position in a tree diagram. But T never assigns it a form or a position.) 
That is, the [-Tense] feature associated with the gerundive morpheme -te somehow renders 
the verb it attaches to semantically modifiable by an adjunct, whereas the verb suffixed by the 
purpose morpheme -ni, which lacks a tense feature, somehow fails to describe an event that can be 
modified by an adjunct on some semantic ground.
If so, the claimed impossibility for zitensya-de to modify the embedded verb in (9) or the matrix 
verb in (10) may not have anything to do with the syntactic structures of the sentences in question. In 
this sense, their impossible readings may be comparable to the semantic awkwardness of (14b).
(14) a. John slowly became angry.
　    b. #John slowly was angry.
Since become is a verb that describes a change of state, the predicate became angry in (14a) 
semantically qualifies for modification by slowly, but be is a state verb, so the predicate was 
angry in (14b) does not go well with that adverb for semantic reasons. Notice that the illegitimate 
status of (14b) can thus be explained without positing any special syntactic element, such as 
event argument. Therefore, the claimed syntactic difference between PC and GC in terms of 
modifiability of verbs seems to lack syntactic justification.
2.1.3 Depictive Predicate
T’s idea of event argument originally comes from her analysis of sentences that involve a 
depictive predicate hadakade ‘naked.’ Look at (15) and (16) below (which are T’s (21) and (22), 
respectively).
(15) PC
　　 Taro-ga         Ziro-o           hadakade       naguri-ni          itta.
   -NOM         -ACC  naked            hit-purpose       went
　　 ‘Taro went to hit Ziro naked.’
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(16) GC
　　Taro-ga Ziro-o hadakade    nagut-te      kita.
              hit-gerund  came
　　‘Taro (came back, after having) hit Ziro naked.’
T claims that hadakade can relate only to the matrix verb itta ‘went’ in (15) and thus functions as 
a secondary predicate for the matrix subject Taro. In (16), it can only go with nagu(ru) ‘hit,’ so it 
works as a secondary predicate just for the object of the embedded verb, namely Ziro.5 Notice that 
licensing of sika, which would require restructuring in sentences like (15) and (16), is irrelevant 
here, and T makes the following statement (130).
... even in the absence of any factors that generate Restructuring as in ([15]-[16]), an object-
oriented depictive is still not possible in purpose clauses while it is allowed in gerundive 
clauses. This indicates that a potential difference between the two structures to which this 
contrast can be attributed is an inherent difference between the purpose morpheme -ni and 
the gerundive suffix -te. 
T then goes on to propose her analysis of -ni and -te, which we saw in section 2.1.2; that is, -ni 
lacks tense and thus fails to have an event argument, whereas -te has a [-Tense] feature, so it 
generates such an argument. Thus, hadakade in the PC in (15) relates to the matrix verb, whereas 
that in the GC in (16) does to the embedded verb. This state of affairs is illustrated in (17) and (18).
(17) Taro-ga Ziro-o hadakade naguri-ni itta   (Taro = argument of itta)
(18) Taro-ga Ziro-o hadakade nagut-te kita   (Ziro = argument of nagut-te)
However, what does T really want to say in the quote above? Is it that restructuring is 
completely immaterial in analyzing the structures of sentences with PC and GC, after all? If yes, 
(16) should have the structure in (19), in which restructuring isn’t operative.
(19) [Taro-gai [GC PROi Ziro-o hadakade nagut-te] kita]
It would then make sense to discuss whether a depictive predicate relates to the embedded verb or 
the matrix verb, since there are indeed two clauses in (19) (although this analysis would squarely 
contradict successful licensing of sika in (9) and (10), as was pointed out in section 2.1.1).
If restructuring is really inoperative here, however, it then becomes difficult to explain why 
hadakade doesn’t function as a predicate for the PRO subject within the GC. In this connection, 
A 
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look at (20) and (21).
(20) Taro-ga Ziro-o hadakade  nagutta.
          hit
　   ‘Taroi hit Ziro naked i.’
(21) a. Taro-ga   ringo-o     hadakade     tabeta.
       apple-ACC                    read
            ‘Taroi ate an apple naked i.’
        b. #Same-ga    Taro-o hadakade osotta.
    shark-NOM      attacked
            ‘A shark attacked Taro naked.’
The most natural interpretation of hadakade in (20) is that it depicts Taro, not Ziro. (In fact, the 
interpretation of [Ziro = naked] is impossible for me; see endnote 5.) In (21a), which is fully 
grammatical, the interpretation of [Taro = naked] is the only possibility, since hadakade doesn’t 
semantically qualify as a modifier for apples. (21b) sounds extremely odd, because hadakade 
never depicts the object Taro in this sentence, but does the subject same ‘shark.’ Thus, it seems 
safe to conclude that the depictive predicate hadakade is exclusively subject-oriented. So if 
one were to adopt the analysis in (19), one would have to explain why hadakade refers to Ziro 
(= object), not PRO (= embedded subject controlled by Taro in the matrix clause). There is no 
explanation offered in T’s original paper, however, since this question isn’t even raised there.
2.1.4 Wrong Prediction
T’s analysis of GC makes a wrong prediction as well. (22) below schematically represents her 
proposed structure of a sentence with GC. Notice that the embedded verb, which is suffixed by 
-te, is specified as [-Tense], and the matrix verb as [+Tense]. Since these verbs thus have tense 
features, adjuncts should be able to modify (and depictive predicates should be able to relate to) 
not only the embedded verb but also the matrix verb.
(22) [CP ... [GC ... V[-Tense]-te] V[+Tense]]
However, by presenting examples like (10), T specifically argues that the matrix verb isn’t 
modifiable. In explaining why, she turns to Italian and adopts Napoli’s (1982) analysis of 
sentences with GC. In a nutshell, Napoli says that after restructuring, the matrix verb turns into an 
auxiliary verb that semantically supports the embedded verb. By extending this idea to Japanese, T 
writes: “... as a semantic auxiliary, the matrix verb involved in a sentence with a gerundive clause 
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fails to bear an event argument, and as a consequence, it cannot license adjuncts internal to that 
clause” (T:132).6  
If so, we expect a sentence like (23a) to be totally fine, but in reality, it is utterly unacceptable.
(23) a. *Taro-ga       susi-o        kinoo           tabe-te           kuru.
                    -NOM -ACC   yesterday     eat-gerund    come
            ‘Taro comes back after eating sushi yesterday.’
        b. Taro-ga susi-o kinoo tabe-te    kita.
                                                            came
            Taro came back after eating sushi yesterday.’
(23a), which contains a GC, becomes fine if the matrix verb kuru ‘come’ is replaced by kita ‘came’ 
so that the verb’s tense agrees with the past time that the time adjunct kinoo ‘yesterday’ indicates, 
as in (23b). This suggests that kinoo modifies the matrix verb, contrary to T’s characterization 
of that verb as a semantic auxiliary, which, in the absence of an event argument, should be 
unmodifiable.
One might argue that the gerundive form tabe-te is specified as [-Tense] and therefore it is 
not compatible with any expression that denotes time; thus, kinoo in (23a) is forced to modify the 
matrix verb, which is specified as [+Tense].
But this argument is untenable from the viewpoint of Universal Grammar. In English, 
for example, sentences that take a gerundive complement do allow time adjuncts to modify the 
gerund. Look at (24).
(24) a. John remembers eating susi yesterday.
        b. ... remembers[+Tense] [GC eating[-Tense] susi yesterday]
In (24a), yesterday modifies eating susi despite the fact that the gerund eating is specified as 
[-Tense], as indicated in (24b). Notice that the matrix verb remembers is in the present tense, so 
it doesn’t “agree” with the time that yesterday denotes. And yet, the sentence is absolutely fine. 
If, as T herself argues, [-Tense] sanctions an event argument (i.e. semantically qualifies a verb as 
modifiable by adjuncts), the full grammaticality of (24a) is what is indeed expected. So this fact 
casts serious doubt on the analysis in (22), which fails to account for what is observed in (23).
2.1.5 Sika licensing in GC
In arguing for the structural analysis of sentences with GC in (22), T also presents an example with 
a comitative adjunct Hanako-to ‘with Hanako,’ namely (25) below, in addition to (10), repeated 
here as (26), which contains a GC with an instrumental adjunct zitensya-de ‘with a bicycle.’ 
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(25) (= T’s (16))
        Taro-ga       susi-sika Hanako-to   tabe-te ko-na-katta.
               -NOM    sushi-SIKA          -with eat-gerund come-NEG-past
       ‘Taro (came back, having) eaten only sushi with Hanako.’
 (26) Taro-ga Hanako-no      megane-sika      zitensya-de kowasi-te ko-na-katta.
               -NOM          -GEN    glasses-SIKA      bicycle-with break-gerund come-NEG-past
        ‘Taro (came back, having) broken only Hanako’s glasses with a bicycle.’
(25) and (26) involve an object suffixed by sika, so restructuring must be operative, rendering the 
object clausemates with the matrix negative verb ko-na-katta ‘didn’t come’ in both sentences. 
Thus, the matrix verb must be functioning as a semantic auxiliary, failing to sanction an event 
argument, as we saw in section 2.1.4. Then, the matrix verb should be unmodifiable in these 
sentences, and indeed, according to T, it is; Hanako-to in (25) and zitensya-de in (26) can only 
modify tabe-te ‘eating’ and kowasi-te ‘breaking’ in their respective GCs.
Unfortunately, this argument faces a serious problem in explaining the full grammaticality 
of sentences like (27) and (28). 
(27) Taro-ga susi-o Hanako-to-sika tabe-te ko-na-katta.
       ‘Taro came back, having eaten only sushi with Hanako.’
(28) Taro-ga Hanako-no megane-o zitensya-de-sika kowasi-te ko-na-katta.
       ‘Taro came back, having broken Hanako’s glasses with a bicycle.’
Notice that the adjuncts Hanako-to in (27) and zitensya-de in (28) are suffixed by sika. Since these 
sentences are grammatical, the adjuncts must be clausemates with the matrix negative verb, as 
indicated in (29a-b) below. In other words, restructuring must be operative in these sentences.
(29) a. Taro-ga susi-o Hanako-to-sika [V tabe-te-ko]-na-katta
       b. Taro-ga Hanako-no megane-o zitensya-de-sika [V kowasi-te-ko]-na-katta
If so, however, owing to its semantic auxiliary status, the matrix verb ko(-na-katta) can no 
longer be modified by adjuncts; therefore, Hanako-to-sika and zitensya-de-sika should modify 
the embedded verbs in their respective sentences. But this means that restructuring, which 
creates (complex) single verbs, cannot logically take place, since verb-internal elements can’t be 
independently modified, as was noted in section 2.1.1. So (29) should really be (30). 
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(30) a. Taro-ga [GC susi-o Hanako-to-sika tabe-te] ko-na-katta
       b. Taro-ga [GC Hanako-no megane-o zitensya-de-sika kowasi-te] ko-na-katta
Then, the adjuncts are not clausemates with the matrix negative verb, causing a violation of the 
Clausemate Condition imposed on the set of sika and the negative morpheme. However, (27) and 
(28) are fully grammatical.7 Thus, T’s proposed analysis of verb modification can’t logically be 
maintained.
2.1.6 Iterativity
By presenting (31) and (32) below, T goes on to claim that PC is a complement (or “argument” 
in her terminology), whereas GC is not. (GC is considered a VP selected by a motion verb that 
functions as a semantic auxiliary after restructuring; see section 2.1.2.) Thus, PC and GC are 
viewed as having different syntactic statuses.
(31) (= T’s (26)) PC
          *Taro-ga        Sinzyuku-e       hon-o           kai-ni,              susi-o          tabe-ni 
                   -NOM    Shinjuku-to      book-ACC    buy-purpose    sushi-ACC    eat-purpose
            eiga-o           mi-ni               itta.
            movie-ACC   see-purpose    went
          ‘Taro went to Shinjuku to buy books, to eat sushi, and to see a movie.’
(32) (= T’s (27)) GC
         Taro-ga        Sinjuku-de       hon-o          kat-te,         susi-o tabe-te
               -NOM    Shinjuku-at      book-ACC    buy-gerund sushi-ACC eat-gerund
         eiga-o             mi-te           kita.
         movie-ACC     see-gerund  came
       ‘Taro (came back after having) bought books, eaten sushi, and seen a movie in Shinjuku.’
Her reasoning for this claim goes like this. The number of complements of any given verb is 
limited, so complements cannot be added freely. For example, eat takes only one complement, so 
(33), in which the verb appears with two complements, is ungrammatical.
(33) (= T’s (32a))
         *John ate that meat that beef.
She then argues that the degraded status of (31), in which three PCs are placed one after another, 
亡二二二ヨI
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naturally follows if PC is a complement.
In contrast, “[a]djuncts can be repeated an indefinite number of times” (T:135), and indeed a 
sentence like (34), which is originally from Larson 1988:171, is grammatical.
(34) (= T’s (31))
        Fred deftly [MANNER] handed the toy to the baby by reaching behind his back 
        [MANNER] over lunch [TEMP] at noon [TEMP] in a restaurant [LOC] last Sunday 
        [TEMP] in Back Bay [LOC] without interrupting the discussion.
T then writes that “gerundive clauses can be iterative while purpose clauses cannot. That was 
observed in [(31) and (32)]” (134). Thus, T suggests that GCs are on a par with adjuncts. In short, 
PC is a complement, but GC is not.
This argument is poor, however, since (35b) below, which is (35a) minus PC, should then be 
ungrammatical, since a complement is missing. That is, it should be as ill-formed as, say, *John 
saw, with transitive see. However, there is nothing wrong with (35b).
(35) a. Taro-ga Sinjuku-e [PC hon-o kai-ni] itta.
           ‘Taro went to Shinjuku to buy books.’
        b. Taro-ga Sinjuku-e itta.
           ‘Taro went to Shinjuku.’
Moreover, non-iterativity doesn’t automatically lead to complementhood. From (34), we 
certainly get the impression that adjuncts, including those of the same semantic types, can be 
repeated freely, but we need to be careful here. Manner adjuncts deftly and by reaching behind his 
back, for example, belong to two different syntactic categories; the former is an ADVP and the 
latter a PP. So we could say that they belong to different subcategories of manner adjuncts. In this 
respect, compare (36a) and (36b).
(36) a. *John talked slowly carefully.
        b.  John talked slowly with care.
Presumably, (36a) is intended to mean what (36b) does, but unlike (36b), it is ungrammatical. 
Slowly and carefully in (36a) are both ADVPs, so they belong to the same subcategory of manner 
adjuncts; hence, they cannot cooccur. Things are different in (36b), in which carefully has 
been replaced by a PP with care. This PP is also a manner adjunct, but it belongs to a different 
subcategory from that of slowly, so it can appear with the ADVP. In other words, even adjuncts 
cannot cooccur if they belong to the same subcategory. It is patently absurd to claim slowly and 
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carefully in (36a) are complements from the ungrammaticality of the sentence. Indeed, John talked 
(= (36a) minus slowly and carefully) is grammatical, so their adjunct statuses are rather obvious. 
Having this much in mind, look at (31) again. What are repeated in this sentence are three 
clauses headed by -ni. Whatever the category of this particle is, three purpose clauses of the same 
syntactic category are repeated. Given the grammaticality of (35b), we are led to assume that they 
must be three adjuncts of the same subcategory and that their appearance within the same sentence 
must be the reason for the degraded status of (31). Thus, the ungrammaticality of this sentence 
cannot constitute evidence for complement status of PC. (As for the grammaticality of (32), which 
contains three GCs, I will discuss it in section 2.2.6.)
2.2 Empirical Problems
Let us now turn to empirical problems that T’s analysis of PC and GC faces. They are regarding 
facts about: (i) modification by instrumental adjuncts, (ii) modification by comitative adjuncts, 
(iii) interpretation of depictive predicates, (iv) modification by locative/directional adjuncts, (v) 
scrambling, and (vi) iterativity.
2.2.1 Instrumental Adjuncts
As we saw in section 2.1.1, T claims that instrumental adjuncts can only modify the matrix verb 
in sentences with PC, but they do the embedded verb in sentences with GC. Look at (9) and (10) 
again, which are repeated here as (37) and (38).
(37) PC
       Taro-ga Hanako-no      megane-sika     zitensya-de      kowasi-ni        ika-na-katta.
              -NOM         -GEN   glasses-SIKA     bicycle-with    break-purpose go-NEG-past
      ‘Taro went to break only Hanako’s glasses (??)with a bicycle/by bicycle.’
(38) GC
       Taro-ga Hanako-no megane-sika zitensya-de       kowasi-te             ko-na-katta.
                                                                                     break-gerund       come-NEG-past
     ‘Taro (came back, having) broken only Hanako’s glasses with a bicycle.’
     ‘*Taro (came back by bicycle, having) broken only Hanako’s glasses.’
According to T, the instrumental adjunct zitensya-de modifies only the matrix verb in (37) but does 
only the embedded verb in (38). Thus, PC and GC must have two distinct syntactic structures.
However, these characterizations of PC and GC are empirically inadequate. (39) and (40) 
are only one set of numerous counterexamples that show this point.
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(39) PC
          Taro-ga          Ziro-o batto-de          naguri-ni           itta.
                -NOM             -ACC bat-with          hit-purpose went
          ‘Taro went to hit Ziro with a bat.’
(40) GC
         Taro-ga           bento-o           zitensya-de kat-te kita.
                -NOM               -ACC                               buy-gerund came
         ‘Taro came back by bicycle, having bought a bento.’
In (39), batto-de ‘with a bat’ modifies the embedded verb nagur(u), whereas in (40), zitensya-
de does the matrix verb kita. Thus, there are instrumental adjuncts that modify the embedded 
verb in sentences with PC as well as ones that do the matrix verb in sentences with GC. Hence, 
modification facts about instrumental adjuncts don’t seem to point to syntactic differences between 
PC and GC.8
2.2.2 Comitative Adjuncts
By presenting examples with a comitative adjunct Hanako-to, T tries to reinforce her claim that 
adjuncts modify the matrix verb in sentences with PC, but they do the embedded verb in sentences 
with GC. Look at (41) (= T’s (15)) and (25), repeated here as (42).
(41) PC
        Taro-ga (Tokyo-e)        hon-sika         Hanako-to         kai-ni               ik-ana-katta.
               -NOM        -to        book-SIKA                  -with     buy-purpose    go-NEG-past
       ‘Taro went (to Tokyo) to buy only books with Hanako.’
(42) GC
        Taro-ga       susi-sika       Hanako-to        tabe-te              ko-na-katta.
               -NOM         -SIKA                  -with     eat-gerund        come-NEG-past
       ‘Taro (came back, having) eaten only sushi with Hanako.’
T claims that in (41), the comitative adjunct Hanako-to has “its scope over the event of going, 
[because the sentence] is never construed as ‘Taro went to Tokyo alone and bought books with 
Hanako (after meeting with her somewhere, for example)’” (127). That is, Hanako-to modifies the 
matrix verb in this sentence with a PC. On the other hand, (42) “is interpreted such that Taro ate 
sushi with Hanako, but crucially it cannot be construed as Taro came back with Hanako” (ibid.). In 
other words, in (42), Hanako-to modifies the embedded verb within the GC.
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However, there are again a number of counterexamples to these claims by T. First, consider 
the following sentence with a PC:
(43) Taro-ga      (hitoride)    Disneyland-e  Mickey-to         utai-ni             itta.
              -NOM (alone) -to -with sing-purpose went
       ‘Taro went to Disneyland (alone) to sing with Mickey.’
This sentence, without hitoride ‘alone,’ is ambiguous; Mickey-to ‘with Micky’ can modify the 
embedded verb uta(u) ‘sing’ (i.e. ‘sing with Mickey’) or the matrix verb itta ‘went’ (i.e. ‘went to 
Disneyland with Mickey’). However, with hitoride, only the former reading becomes possible; 
owing to the meaning of this adverbial, which modifies itta, Taro cannot have gone to Disneyland 
with Mickey. Thus, comitative adjuncts don’t always modify the matrix verb in sentences with PC.
Next, look at (44) with three gerund choices.
(44) Taro-ga       beddo-o     Hanako-to       hakon-de/kat-te/mot-te                            kita.
              -NOM   bed-ACC                 -with   carry-gerund/buy-gerund/have-gerund came
       ‘Taro carried a bed home with the help of Hanako.’
       ‘Taro and Hanako came home, having bought a bed together.’
       ‘Taro brought a bed home with the help of Hanako.’
As the translations suggest, (44) is construed, with any of the three gerunds, as ‘Taro came home 
with Hanako ((after) doing something with her).’ Therefore, Hanako-to must have its scope over 
the event of coming, contrary to T’s characterization of comitative adjuncts in sentences with GC.
2.2.3 Depictive Predicates
T presents (15) and (16) to argue that depictive predicates too can relate only to the matrix verb in 
sentences with PC and only to the embedded verb in sentences with GC. (15) and (16) are repeated 
below as (45) and (46).
(45) PC
        Taro-ga       Ziro-o        hadakade       naguri-ni       itta.
               -NOM          -ACC   naked            hit-purpose    went
       ‘Taro went to hit Ziro naked.’
(46) GC
        Taro-ga Ziro-o hadakade       nagut-te      kita.
                                                      hit-gerund   came
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       ‘Taro (came back, after having) hit Ziro naked.’
As we saw in section 2.1.3, T claims that [Taro = naked] is the only possible interpretation of 
hadakade in (45), since this depictive predicate relates to the matrix verb itta. In other words, it 
functions as a secondary predicate for the matrix subject Taro in this sentence. In contrast, the 
reading [Ziro = naked] is obtained in (46), since hadakade relates to the embedded verb within 
the GC of this sentence. Hence, it functions as a secondary predicate for Ziro in the GC, not the 
subject of the matrix verb Taro.
As we noted also in section 2.1.3, however, the interpretation of [Ziro = naked] in (46) 
seems empirically unobtainable. That is, hadakade, a subject-oriented secondary predicate, seems 
to never depict the object Ziro, but always do Taro (through PRO that Taro controls; see (19)). 
In addition, T’s claim that depictive predicates cannot relate to the embedded verb in 
sentences with PC also seems empirically incorrect. Look at (47), in which another depictive 
predicate kowareta-mama ‘remaining broken’ functions as a secondary predicate for the object 
boku-no iPhone ‘my iPhone’ within the PC, clearly relating itself to the embedded verb kaes(u) 
‘return.’
(47) Taro-ga [PCboku-no iPhone-o         kowareta-mama        kaesi-ni]              kita.
              -NOM  I-GEN                -ACC    broken-remaining     return-purpose    came
      ‘Taro came to return my iPhone broken.’
Thus, facts about depictive predicates too don’t seem to provide empirical support for T’s analysis 
of PC and GC.
2.2.4 Locative/Directional Adjuncts
T further presents examples involving locative/directional adjuncts, such as (48) and (49) (= her 
(13) and (14)), as evidence that adjuncts modify the matrix verb in sentences with PC, but they do 
the embedded verb in those with GC.
(48) PC
        Taro-ga     tosyokan-e/*-de     manga-sika                kari-ni                  ik-ana-katta.
               -NOM  library-to/-at          comic book-SIKA       borrow-purpose   go-NEG-past
       ‘Taro went to the library to borrow only comic books.’
       ‘*Taro went to borrow only comic books at the library.’
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(49) GC
        Taro-ga      tosyokan-de/*-kara manga-sika kari-te ko-na-katta.
               -NOM   library-at/-from comic book-SIKA borrow-gerund come-NEG-past
       ‘Taro came back, having borrowed only comic books at the library.’
       ‘*Taro came back from the library, having borrowed only comic books.’
In (48), the embedded verb kari(ru) can occur with a PP headed by -de ‘at’ (tosyokan-de kariru 
‘borrow at the library’), but not by -e ‘to’ (*tosyokan-e kariru ‘borrow to the library’), whereas 
the matrix verb ik(u) requires a PP headed by -e (tosyokan-e iku ‘go to the library’), but not by -de 
(*tosyokan-de iku ‘go at the library’). Thus, the grammaticality of (48) with tosyokan-e suggests 
that the PP modifies the matrix verb.
In (49), the embedded verb is also kari(ru), and according to T, this verb cannot occur 
with a PP headed by -kara ‘from’ (*tosyokan-kara kariru ‘borrow from the library’), unlike the 
matrix verb k(uru), which can (tosyokan-kara kuru ‘come from the library’). Since this matrix 
verb is incompatible with a PP headed by -de (*tosyokan-de kuru ‘come at the library’), the 
grammaticality of (49) with tosyokan-de suggests that this locative adjunct modifies the embedded 
verb in the GC. T thus concludes that locative/directional adjuncts exclusively modify the matrix 
verb in sentences with PC but do the embedded verb in those with GC.
Again, there are counterexamples that suggest the opposite is also true. But before 
presenting them, let me first note that most native speakers of Japanese accept (49) with tosyokan-
kara, since tosyokan-kara kariru is a legitimate expression for them. Hence, (49) doesn’t seem 
to constitute solid evidence that locative/directional adjuncts never modify the matrix verb in 
sentences with GC.
Now, look at (50) below and compare it with (49).
(50) Kare-wa     Amerika-kara     surangu-sika    oboe-te                     ko-na-katta.
        he-TOP       America-from    slang-SIKA       memorize-gerund    come-NEG-past
       ‘He came back from America, having memorized only slang.’
Since *Amerika-kara oboeru ‘memorize from America’ is ungrammatical, the adjunct Amerika-
kara must modify the matrix verb in (50), which also contains a GC; in fact, Amerika-kara kuru 
‘come from America’ is grammatical. Notice that this directly contradicts what T concludes from 
(49) about modification possibility in sentences with GC.
 Next, look at (51). This grammatical sentence contains a PC.
(51) Minasan-no-mae-de             ikkyoku-dake      utai-ni               ki-masita.
       everybody-GEN-front-at       one song-only      sing-purpose     came-POLITE
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       ‘(I) have come to sing just one song in front of everybody.’
Although minasan-no-mae-de utau ‘sing before everybody’ is grammatical, *minasan-no-mae-
de kita/ki-masita ‘came before everybody’ is not in Japanese. Therefore, the locative adjunct 
minasan-no-mae-de cannot be viewed as modifying the matrix verb in (51), which points to the 
opposite of the conclusion T draws from (48).
2.2.5 Scrambling
As we saw in section 2.1.6, T claims that PC is a complement, but GC isn’t. She comes to this 
conclusion from the examples in (52) and (53) below.
(52) (= T’s (24); clause label added)
        [PC   Hon-o            kai-ni]i         Taro-ga         Kanda-e      ti      itta.
               book-ACC      buy-purpose       -NOM               -to             went
        ‘Taro went to Kanda to buy books.’
 (53) (= T’s (25); clause label added)
      *[GC Kanda-de      hon-o             kat-te]i          Taro-ga        ti     kita.
                        -at      book-ACC       buy-gerund          -NOM           came
      ‘Taro (came back after having) bought books at Kanda.’
Since the bracketed PC in (52) can be successfully scrambled, T claims that its trace must be 
properly governed.9 T then states that this fact follows if PC is a complement. On the other hand, 
the ungrammaticality of (53) can be explained if the bracketed GC is a VP selected by kita, which 
is functioning as a semantic auxiliary after restructuring (see section 2.1.4). To support this idea, 
T goes on to claim that “no auxiliary element can be stranded in Japanese” (134) and provides the 
following ungrammatical examples with scrambling (which all become legitimate if scrambling is 
undone):
(54) (= T’s (28b))10
       *[Hanako-ni      hon-o            kat-te]i        Taro-ga     ti        ageta.
                      -DAT   book-ACC     buy-gerund                           gave
       ‘(Intended) Taro bought Hanako a book.’
(55) (= T’s (29b))
       *[Asita           byooin-e     iku]i    watasi-wa   ti   tumori-desu.
          tomorrow    hospital-to  go       I-TOP              intention-be
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       ‘(Intended) I intend to go to the hospital tomorrow.’
(56) (= T’s (30b))
       *[Moo           uti-e         kaetta]i Taro-wa  ti hazu-da.
          already       home-to   returned       -TOP            expected-be
       ‘(Intended) Taro is expected to have already gone home.’
Regarding these sentences, T offers the following explanation (ibid.):
Ageta ‘gave’ in [(54)], tumori-desu ‘intend’ in [(55)], and hazu-da ‘is expected to’ in [(56)] 
are arguably considered as auxiliary elements. Whether the verbal form that precedes them 
is gerundive, as in [(54)], or morphologically inflected for tense, as in [(55) and (56)], to 
scramble a VP, leaving the auxiliary elements behind, leads to ungrammaticality.
Let’s return to (52) and (53). The claimed difference in grammaticality between these two 
sentences doesn’t seem valid. To be more specific, I don’t think (53) is ill-formed for the reason 
suggested by T. Perhaps, it may sound a bit awkward, but it immediately sounds better if a goal PP 
is provided for the matrix verb, as in (57); notice that the matrix verb in (52) does have a goal PP, 
namely, Kanda-e ‘to Kanda.’
(57) GC
        [Kanda-de hon-o kat-te]i Taro-ga uti-e        ti kita.
                                                             home-to
      ‘Taro came to my house, having bought books in Kanda.’
One might argue that the two verbs ka(u) and kita in (57) are now functioning independently of 
each other, and I agree. That is, restructuring doesn’t seem to be operating in this sentence. This is 
not at all surprising, however, since restructuring requires syntactic adjacency between two verbs; 
see (3) and (4) in section 1. (Presumably, restructuring is an operation that takes place solely in 
overt syntax.) Owing to scrambling, the two verbs in question are separated, so restructuring can 
no longer take place (but see endnote 11). The same holds true for the two verbs ka(u) and itta in 
(52) as well. Thus, (52) and (57) are totally parallel.
Moreover, this parallelism seems to hold between (58) and (59) below, too.
(58) PC
        ??[Hon-sika kai-ni]i Taro-ga Kanda-e ti ik-ana-katta.
        ‘(Intended) Taro went to Kanda to buy only book.’
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(59) GC
        ??[Hon-sika kat-te]i Taro-ga  uti-e ti ko-na-katta.
        ‘(Intended) Taro came to my house after buying only books.’
These sentences both sound equally somewhat degraded, presumably because sika cannot be 
licensed owing to lack of restructuring.11 Thus, the alleged difference in terms of grammaticality 
between (52) and (53) seems to be only an illusion.
I now want to point out problems with T’s argument based on (54)-(56). First of all, tumori 
‘intention’ in (55) and hazu ‘reasonable assumption’ in (56) are morpho-syntactically nouns. This 
is evident from examples like (60).
(60) a. byooin-e     iku tumori/yotei/keikaku
           hospital-to  go intention/schedule/plan
           ‘the intention/schedule/plan of visiting the hospital’
       b. uti-e       kaetta     hazu/koro/yasaki
           home-to returned reasonable assumption/time/arrowhead
           ‘reasonable assumption/time/the minute (someone) has reached home’
(60a) shows that tumori can be replaced by other nouns, such as yotei ‘schedule’ and keikaku ‘plan.’ 
(60b) shows that hazu ‘reasonable assumption’ can be replaced by nouns, such as koro ‘time’ and 
yasaki ‘(Lit.) arrowhead (i.e. the minute).’
Furthermore, the fact that attributive expressions like sonna ‘such’ can occur with tumori 
and hazu also points to their nounhood. Sonna typically precedes a noun, as in sonna kuruma 
‘such a car,’ but it can never precede a verb, as the ungrammaticality of *sonna kuru ‘come such’ 
indicates.12 In this connection, look at the grammatical phrases with sonna in (61a-b), which 
reinforce the noun status of tumori and hazu.
  
(61) a. sonna tumori
          ‘such an intention’
       b. sonna hazu
         ‘(Lit.) reasonable assumption that is as such (i.e. such a turn of events)’
So it doesn’t seem appropriate to compare the alleged ungrammaticality of (53) to that of (55)/(56), 
since what is stranded in the former case is a verb, whereas it is clearly a noun in the latter.
In (54), indeed a verb (ageta ‘gave’) is stranded; therefore, the comparison of (53) with (54) 
is legitimate in that sense. However, the claimed ungrammaticality of (54) is very doubtful. It’s 
true that (54) sounds awkward, but this awkwardness seems to be for stylistic reasons. In fact, (62) 
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below, in which ageru ‘give’ is stranded in the same way, sounds impeccable. 
(62) [Omae-ni    hon-o          kat-te-nante]i                 dare-ga       ti   ageru-mono  ka.
         you-DAT    book-ACC   buy-gerund-emphasis   who-NOM        give-thing     Q
       ‘Who would buy you books?’
Hence, facts about (54)-(56) don’t seem to support the claim that kita in (53) cannot be stranded 
for the specific reason that it is an auxiliary verb.
 With these misconceptions cleared up now, a totally different picture emerges; matrix verbs 
in sentences with PC (e.g. (52)) and those in sentences with GC (e.g. (57)) as well as the auxiliary 
verb ageru (e.g. (62)) are all strandable. Therefore, strandability of these verbs can never be used 
to distinguish PC and GC from each other.
2.2.6 Facts about Iterativity
As we saw in section 2.1.6, by presenting (31) and (32), repeated below as (63) and (64), T 
claims that PCs are complements, since they are not iterative (see (63)); in contrast, GCs are non-
complements, since they are (see (64)).
(63) PC
       *Taro-ga         Sinzyuku-e     hon-o             kai-ni,              susi-o             tabe-ni 
                -NOM     Shinjuku-to    book-ACC      buy-purpose    sushi-ACC      eat-purpose
         eiga-o mi-ni itta.
         movie-ACC see-purpose went
       ‘Taro went to Shinjuku to buy books, to eat sushi, and to see a movie.’
(64) GC
        Taro-ga        Sinjuku-de      hon-o          kat-te,           susi-o           tabe-te
               -NOM    Shinjuku-at     book-ACC   buy-gerund   sushi-ACC   eat-gerund
        eiga-o mi-te kita.
        movie-ACC see-gerund came
‘Taro (came back after having) bought books, eaten sushi, and seen a movie in Shinjuku.’
In that section, I revealed a theoretical problem with the assumption regarding (63) that non-
iterativity means complementhood. In this section, I would like to point out empirical problems 
associated with T’s analysis of (64).
But first, let me note that the degraded status of (63) must be due to its coordination 
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structure without a coordinating conjunction. In fact, if sosite ‘and’ is added after the second 
purpose clause, the sentence becomes grammatical, as in (65).13
(65)... [PC hon-o kai-ni], [PC susi-o tabe-ni],   sosite [PC eiga-o mi-ni] itta.
               and
On the other hand, (64) sounds totally acceptable as is. This must be because the gerundive 
morpheme -te itself often functions as and. In fact, a sentence like They cried, (and) laughed, and 
quarreled is expressed in Japanese as in (66).
(66) Karera-wa nai-te warat-te kenkasita.
       they-TOP  cry-gerund laugh-gerund quarreled
And this is indeed the structural interpretation that I get from (64) . That is, what are repeated are 
three phrases headed by kat-te ‘buy,’ tabe-te ‘eat,’ and a complex verb mi-te-kita ‘came having 
seen’; crucially, kita undergoes restructuring only with the last gerund mi-te. In other words, the 
first two are not selected by, and therefore don’t come under the scope of, kita. This structural 
interpretation is clearer in (67), which is a dialog between a mother and her son.
(67) Mother: Kyoo-wa     nani-o         sita    no?
     today-TOP   what-ACC    did    Q
                     ‘What did (you) do today?’
       Son: Heya-o katazuke-te,  terebi-o  mi-te,                ginkoo-e    it-te
                room-ACC tidy up-gerund TV-ACC watch-gerund    bank-to     go-gerund
                 kita.
                   came
                     ‘(Lit.) (I) tidied up my room, watched TV, and came back after visiting the bank.’
Notice that the son’s utterance has exactly the same structure as that of (64), but unlike visiting a 
bank, tidying up a room and watching TV are two events that must have taken place in his house, 
so they are obviously outside the scope of kita.
Moreover, facts about licensing of sika also indicate that the matrix verb can undergo 
restructuring only with the last gerund, to which it is adjacent. Look at (68). 
(68) a. *Heya-sika kataduke-te, terebi-sika mi-te, ginkoo-e-sika    it-te    ko-nakat-ta.
                     -SIKA                             -SIKA                        -SIKA             come-NEG-past
          ‘(Intended) (I) came back after tidying up only my room, watching only TV and
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            visiting only the bank.’
       b. Heya-o kataduke-te, terebi-o mi-te, ginkoo-e-sika it-te ko-nakat-ta.14
             -SIKA
         ‘(I) tidied up my room, watched TV and came back after visiting only the bank.’
In (68a), all three GCs contain a sika-phrase, whereas in (68b), only the last one does. Since (68b) 
is grammatical, the ungrammaticality of (68a) must be due to unsuccessful licensing of the sika-
phrases in the first two GCs.15 Thus, (64) seems to have the structure in (69), not that in (70), 
contrary to what T assumes.
(69) hon-o kau + susi-o taberu + eiga-o mi-te-kuru
(70) hon-o kau       (-te)
        susi-o taberu  (-te)  kuru
        eiga-o miru    (-te)
On the other hand, (63), which is ungrammatical, has the structure illustrated in (71) below, so 
the comparison between (63) and (64) cannot be what is intended by T (i.e. (71) vs. (70)) and 
therefore fails to show the claimed difference between PC and GC (that is, PC is a complement, 
whereas GC isn’t).
(71) hon-o kau     (-ni)
       susi-o taberu (-ni)  iku
       eiga-o miru   (-ni)
3. Conclusion
Although the first half of section 2 revealed quite a few theoretical problems with T’s analysis of 
PC and GC, what is truly devastating for it is the fact that it is not empirically supported by real 
data at all, as was shown in the second half of the section. For example, look at (47) again, which 
is repeated as (72) below. The depictive predicate kowareta-mama ‘remaining broken’ is related to 
the embedded verb kaes(u) in this example.
(72) Taro-ga [PC boku-no iPhone-o       kowareta-mama     kaesi-ni]             kita.
              -NOM  I-GEN                -ACC  broken-remaining  return-purpose   came
      ‘Taro came to return my iPhone broken.’
/ 〆ノ 〆ノ戸/
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This fact goes directly against T’s proposed analysis of verb modifiability in terms of presence/
absence of an event argument. Notice that kaes(u) is suffixed by -ni, which is stipulated to lack 
a tense feature, and therefore it is assumed not to sanction an event argument. Thus, this verb is 
deemed unmodifiable, and kowareta-mama should then fail to relate to it within the PC, contrary 
to what is actually observed in (72). Hence, the idea of syntactically separating PC from GC 
in terms of event argument can’t be on the right track. (Also, distinguishing them in terms of 
complementhood too can’t seem tenable, either theoretically or empirically.)
I would like to conclude this paper by suggesting that restructuring should be taken more 
literally and be viewed as an operation that genuinely creates (complex) single verbs that come to 
have semantic/pragmatic modification properties of their own. In this respect, let’s examine the 
following verb phrase that contains a gerund:
(73) kat-te  kuru
 buy-gerund come
       ‘come after buying’
After restructuring, (73) forms a single complex verb, and adjuncts modify it as a whole (including 
its complement when available). Thus, (74a) should be viewed as having the structure in (74b).
 (74) a. kono waribikiken-de/zitensya-de sake-sika     kat-te            ko-na-katta
            this coupon-with/by bicyle                  -SIKA    buy-gerund   come-NEG-past
           ‘(I) came back after buying only sake with this coupon/by bicycle.’
        b. 
Successful licensing of sika clearly points to single verb status of the negative complex verb kat-
te-ko(-na-katta). The PPs kono waribikiken-de ‘with this coupon’ and zitensya-de ‘by bicycle’ 
modify the entire combination of the complex verb and its complement, as is illustrated in (74b), 
and that should be the end of syntactic analysis. Whether they go with the buy part or the come 
part of the complex verb is a matter for semantic/pragmatic investigation. Certainly, our world 
knowledge tells us that zitensya-de goes with the verb k(uru) ‘come,’ but not with the verb ka(u) 
‘buy’; thus, we feel that it modifies the come part of the complex verb. However, imagine that you 
are in a situation or culture in which you get new things by offering things you already own (i.e. a 
PP 
y" 
y' 
kono waribikiken-de NP 
ziteIM-de:£お
y' 
V 
kat-te-ko( -na-katta) 
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bartering system). Then, zitensya-de, with the meaning of ‘with a bicycle,’ may well be interpreted 
as modifying the buy part of the complex verb. But crucially, after restructuring, there is nothing 
syntax can say about these interpretational possibilities, which are now dictated by semantics/
sociolinguistics. 
This line of explanation applies to cases that involve the purpose morpheme -ni as well; in 
fact, it applies to all the examples that T discusses in her paper. The reader is invited to check them 
for him/herself.
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Endnotes
1 T also gives evidence for restructuring from facts about licensing of nominative object in sentences with 
PC and GC (Miyagawa 1986 and Matsumoto 1991). See T’s original work for details.
2 The English translations of (10) are mine; the word only is missing in T’s translations.
3 The order of complement-adjunct-verb here must be due to scrambling of the complement. Following T, 
however, I will ignore it at this time.
4 T follows Iida 1989 in assuming that -ni bears aspectual property of irrealis.
5 This interpretation is T’s. However, most native speakers of Japanese report that hadakade describes 
Taro, not Ziro. I will return to this point later in section 2.2.3.
6 So T adopts restructuring after all. Therefore, the problem pointed out in section 2.1.1 is still very much 
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relevant to the current discussion.
          Furthermore, if restructuring turns verbs with a GC complement into auxiliaries, why doesn’t it do 
the same to verbs with a PC complement?
7 If restructuring isn’t operative, the matrix verb, which is specified as [+Tense], presumably retains its full 
verb status. Then, it should be modifiable by adjuncts, contrary to what T claims about sentences with GC.
8 This argument presupposes that restructuring is totally out of the picture in the relevant sentences, but 
this is very problematic, as was pointed out in section 2.1.1. However, I follow T in discussing whether 
adjuncts modify either the matrix or embedded verb in sentences with PC/GC, just for the sake of 
empirical refutation. The same also applies to sections 2.1.2 to 2.1.4.
9 Although T doesn’t explicitly say this, what she must be referring to is theta-government by the matrix 
verb.
10 This grammaticality judgment is T’s, but I don’t agree with it. I will discuss this matter shortly.
11 What remains a mystery is the fact that (58) and (59) are not totally well-formed or ill-formed. If 
scrambling is undone in LF (Saito 1989), then restructuring could take place in that module, allowing 
licensing of sika (unless it’s an operation that takes place solely in overt syntax, as suggested earlier). 
Then, the sentences should be fully acceptable, contrary to fact. On the other hand, if scrambling can’t 
be undone, then the sentences should sound totally unacceptable (like (6) in section 1), since sika and 
the negative morpheme then remain non-clausemates. However, this is not the case, either. I leave this 
puzzle for further research at this time.
12 On the other hand, so ‘so,’ an adverbial equivalent of sonna, can precede kuru, as in so kuru ‘(Lit.) come 
so (i.e. take such action).’
13 This fact doesn’t mean that the three PCs are complements. Adjuncts of the same subtype too can be 
successfully coordinated with and as in (i), which contrasts sharply with *John talked slowly carefully in 
(36a).
    (i) John talked slowly and carefully.
14 This sentence sounds fine as an answer to a question along the lines of (i) below.
    (i) Kyoo-wa      nani-o           sita   no?   Ginkoo-to   yuubinkyoku-e-wa   it-ta             no?
         today-TOP    what-ACC      did   Q       bank-and    post office-to-TOP     go-gerund   Q
        ‘What did you do today? Did you go to the bank and the post office?’
15 Since “sika ... negation” construction semantically describes a single event, one might argue that 
(68a) is deemed unacceptable owing to the fact that three events are described in this construction. 
However, using sika only in the first conjunct, as in (i), or only in the second, as in (ii), also produces an 
ungrammatical result.
    (i) *Heya-sika kataduke-te, terebi-o mi-te, ginkoo-e it-te ko-nakat-ta.
   (ii) *Heya-o kataduke-te, terebi-sika mi-te, ginkoo-e it-te ko-nakat-ta.
 Therefore, it seems safe to conclude that restructuring is possible only with the third gerund.
